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How can we help you trade with the UK?

► We are the UK’s export credit agency, and a Government department, with nearly 100 years’ experience in helping 
buyers globally to purchase goods and services from the UK. 

► We play a central role in the Government’s ambition to ensure that no viable UK export fails for lack of 
finance or insurance, and we work closely with our colleagues across DIT and in embassies globally to 
achieve this goal.

► We can help you ensure that purchases of capital goods and services from 
the UK are supported with attractive financing terms.

► We can support exports for any size of company and across all sectors, from capital goods to services and 
intangibles such as intellectual property.

► Typically ECA financing follows a common set of guidelines and characteristics known as the “OECD
Arrangement”, which sets the parameters of the support they can offer.

► We have a range of flexible support on offer and are pro-active in looking for ways to help – our International
Business Devpt. team and overseas colleagues enable early-stage discussions, whilst our in-house sector
knowledge offers the capacity to support complex/bespoke structures.
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Our range of support helps companies…

WIN CONTRACTS:

► We offer long-term financing to overseas buyers that makes UK companies’ offerings more 

competitive, allowing buyers to spread their capital costs whilst exporters receive payment on delivery.

FULFIL CONTRACTS:

► We can help your supply chain access working capital to fulfil export contracts, or reduce cash 

deposits required for contract bonds, enabling them to take on more contracts and increase turnover.

GET PAID:

► We can help you and your supply chain manage risks in challenging markets with our 
insurance products, where the private market is not able to offer insurance. 
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Headline figures 2016/17

£3 billion of support provided 
for 221 companies in 

2016/17 alone

79% of exporters benefiting 
from our support are SMEs 

We connected over 350 
companies with lead UK 
contractors for international 

infrastructure projects

£14 billion of support 
provided over the last five 

years for UK exporters

We charge a premium for the risks we take

We complement rather than compete with the private sector
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Autumn Statement 2016: renewed commitment

Risk appetite doubled
from £2.5bn à up to £5bn

This adds up to billions of pounds of extra government support 
available for UK exports – and we want to use it!

Local currency financing expanded
to offer more local currencies, from 10 previously

Country limits increased
maximum limit from £2.5bn to £5bn
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UKEF: the scale of potential

£50bn
UKEF’s total capacity 

to support exports

£22bn The amount of its 
£50bn risk capacity it 
currently uses

£28bn UKEF’s remaining 
capacity to support 
exports

Reputation as one of the world’s 
most innovative and flexible ECAs

Our transactions regularly win awards for their innovation and flexibility, and 
we’ve won TXF News Exporters’ Choice Award two years in a row
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What we do and how we do it
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Competitive finance for Brazilian buyers

► Our long-term financing, in the form of direct loans and 100% unconditional 
guarantees, allows buyers to spread the cost of purchases of capital goods and services from 
the UK

► Repayment terms of 2-10 years (extending to 14 for project finance and 18 for renewables)

► Support for up to 85% of total contract value, provided there is a minimum of 20% UK content

► Financing in a range of 60 currencies including Reals

► Flexibility to meet your requirements, including innovative products such as capital markets 
refinancing

► Bespoke financing structures including PPP and project finance

► Ability to maximise support through reinsurance arrangements with global ECAs

► UKEF charges a premium for its support based on OECD rates and calculated on a case by 
case basis, taking into account factors such as credit risk and loan tenor

► Premium is paid upfront, and can be funded from the loan to spread the cost

► Premium is a one-off charge, and is separate from the interest charged on the loan
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Case study: Brazil

• A guarantee for a line of credit from 
UKEF for Petrobras ensured the 
company could source up to 
US$600m of equipment and services 
from the UK 

• This also meant that Petrobras could 
continue to benefit from the UK’s 
established expertise in this area
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Sector spotlight: Infrastructure

UKEF is able to support major infrastructure 

projects, for example:

► Transport infrastructure:

► Airport terminals

► Rail – with repayment terms up to 14 years

► Roads

► Ports

► Urban: 

► Buildings

► Stadiums

► Education – universities, equipment, expertise

► Healthcare – hospitals, equipment & expertise

► Smart cities technology

UK Export Finance supported Kier, a leading 

UK construction company, in a contract to 

develop part of Dubai’s Bluewaters Island site. 

UKEF provided Meraas Holding, the project 

sponsors, with US$317.9m in finance through 

a mix of buyer credit and direct lending
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► In October 2012, UKEF supported the 
Tanzanian Airport Authority by 
financing the construction on a third 
terminal at Julius Nyerere International 
Airport in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

► This financed a €54.6million contract 
won by the UK’s BAM Nuttall 

► UKEF provided reinsurance on the UK 
element of the total €133million project, 
which was financed by global trade 
credit insurer Atradius

Infrastructure
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► UKEF provided a €270 million loan to the 
Ugandan government for a new international 
airport in Kabaale

► UKEF’s finance will help support work on the 
construction of the runway, taxiway, cargo 
terminal by the UK arm of infrastructure firm 
Colas, based in Sussex

► “Our ability to include government-backed 
finance from UKEF is a real asset to our 
international offer.”
Carl Fergusson, Executive Director, Colas UK

Case study: Uganda airport

“The UK is a global leader in the infrastructure sector and a 
champion of global trade, and I’m delighted that UK Export 
Finance is helping the Ugandan government and Colas to 
support UK exports on this really significant project.” 

Liam Fox, International Trade Secretary
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► GE Oil and Gas UK Limited is providing subsea 
equipment under a $850m contract to the Offshore 
Cape Three Points project (“OCTP”), a Ghanaian 
offshore oil and gas project.

► UKEF support was for Vitol as non-operator sponsor of 
the project – which showed our flexibility in accepting 
some limits to control in relation to the concession since 
a number of the key project contracts were entered into 
with ENI as operator.

► UKEF worked with the World Bank Group and 
commercial banks on this overall $1.35bn debt financing

Case study: Innovative finance in Ghana

Unique Financing Structure

Combines aspects of:

► Standard project finance

► Reserve based lending

$400m facility 

► $90m UKEF covered Commercial 
Bank 

► $310m UKEF Direct Lending

Awards

First O&G development finance 
transaction with European ECA 
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Support in connecting with the UK 
supply chain
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► UKEF-sponsored forum to bring together UK suppliers and 
overseas project sponsors and contractors

► Collaboration across HMG to deliver support to suppliers and contractors
► In coordination with relevant trade associations

► Real time engagement with procurement teams and 
prospective suppliers

► Recent share fairs have resulted in doubling of UK content in 
return for UKEF funding support

Share Fairs to attract the UK supply chain
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Working to increase export opportunities - Supplier Fairs

187 companies and 235 attendees
114 1-1 meetings
$250-500m

General Electric & ENKA
Iraq
March 2017

180 Suppliers
104 1-1 meetings
£250m additional opportunities

Tahrir Petrochemical plant
Egypt
November 2016

137 suppliers
97 1-1 meetings
$1bn additional opportunities

Bechtel
Several (inc. Tanzania)
September 2018

156 suppliers
94 delegates on roundtables
56 suppliers

DRPIC
Duqm Oman Refinery  
November 2018
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Our support for Brazil

► An export contract must include at least 20% UK content for us to consider support

► UKEF has appetite of up to £1-2bn to support UK exports to the country

► We can support both public and private sector transactions and project 
financing, including PPP

► We can provide guarantees for Brazilian Reals 

► We operate within the conditions set out under the OECD “Arrangement on Officially 
Supported Export Credits”

► Exports may include capital goods, services and intangibles
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Thank you
www.gov.uk/uk-export-finance

► Steve Crosley
International Business Development Officer
T: 0207 271 8200
E: steve.crosley@ukexportfinance.gov.uk

► Sam Hoexter
Regional Head (Sub-Saharan Africa)
T: 0207 271 8229
E: sam.hoexter@ukexportfinance.gov.uk


